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INFLATABLE FORM INSTRUCTIONS

INFLATION:

 If cold, warm inflatable product to room temperature.  Spread out the product.

 When inflating manually, be sure to squeeze the base of inflation tube while blowing into it to
open the stop valve.  The stop valve helps keep the air in between breaths.  If the air is not going
in easily, the stop valve is not open so you need to squeeze harder.  It just takes a minute to figure
out where you need to squeeze to open the valve.

 When inflating with a pump, be sure the pump nozzle opens the stop valve inside of the inflation
tube.  It may be necessary to squeeze the base of the inflation tube while inflating.  Air should
flow freely into the inflatable.  Also, stop short of full inflation and then manually (by mouth) add
two or three additional puffs of air to fully fill out the form.  This helps prevent over-inflation
which may stress the seams in the form.  When using compressed air, be careful not to overinflate.

                 Spread product out        Attach air pump        Fill product with air                   Close air valve                      Press air valve into product

USE:
 The inflatable torso forms are best used with moderate to lightweight clothing.  Heavy coats and

other items will cause the form to tilt.

 When removing the torso from a stand, pull from the hard plastic mounting tube on the base and
not the torso itself.

 Wrinkles in the forms will smooth out after inflation.

 Panty/Brief forms and ¾ torsos are for tabletop use with a flat-mounting stand (will not work with
raised dress form stand).

DEFLATION:

 Insert the windpipe or pinch the air valve to release the air.  Many pumps or vacuums offer a
deflation setting or position.  These may be used to deflate the product.


